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This report addresses our recent study on pattern formation in two-component Bose-Einstein conden-
sates (BECs)， focusing on the dynamics of multiple-domain formation and the structure of vortex states 
in rotating condensates. Cross-phase modulation instability gives rise to formation of multiple domains 
that alternate two components， which are consis七entwith the experimental observation by the MIT group. 
Rρtating twcトcomponentBECs exhibit a rich variety of vortex states such部 squarelattices and vortex 







Nonlinear dynamics of atomic-gas Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) have attracted much attention 
recently. The nonlinearity originates from the atom-atom interaction characterized by the s-wave scatter-
ing length1). This report addresses the nonlinear excitations of two田componentBECs， whose dynamics 
are governed by the coupled Gross-Pitaevskii equations 
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Here， Wi is the condensate wave function of the i-th component， Vext γ2+入2Z2)/2(入=ωz/ωム)
the harmonic potential that confines the BECs， Ui and U12 the atom-atom interaction between the same 
components and different components， respectively. All quantities in Eq. (1) are scaled by the length 
bho =押お=-(m the atomic mass andωムtheradial trap frequency)， time ω.:i 1， and the energy 1iωム
characterizing the trapping potential. Equation (1) is formally equivalent to the incoherently coupled 
nonlinear Schor凸dingerequation familiar in nonlinear optics2)， where the intra-and the intercomponent 
interactions refers to self-phase modulation and cross-phase modulation， respectively. Multicomponent 
BECs are produced experimentally by simultaneously trapping the atoms in different hyperfine levels or 




2 Modulation instability and multiple domain formation in two-
component BECs 
First， we discuss the nonlinear dynamics of multiple domain formation in two-component BECs4)， being 
motivated by the experiment done by Miesner et α[5). They first prepared 23Na Bose-condensate atoms 
in the IF = 1， m = 1)hyperfine state (component 1) and then used rf irradiation to put half of them 
in the IF = 1， m = 0)state (component 2). While the system evolved， they observed multiple domains 
forming with the alternating two components. Because the s-wave scattering 1engths of this system are 
α1 = 2.65nm and α2=α12 = 2.75nm， the system suffers仕om.a modu1ation instability induced by the 
intercomponent repu1sion (cross-phase modu1ation) toward phase separation. The stability analysis of 
miscib1e two-component BECs in a homogeneous system gives the unstab1e condition U1 U2 < UI2' where 
the仕equenciesof the out-of-phase modulation within a certain range of the wave number become pure1y 
lmagmary. 
To study the non1inear dynamics of the modulation instability， we did numerical simu1ations of Eq. 
(1) by assuming axial symmetry (x， y， z)→ (r， z).For the initia1伽 te，we prepared the ground state of 
compone 此 1 with N = 2 X106， ω ム= 50∞o Hz and 入= 1/70 (作ahigh1y deformed cigar-shaped po七旬en凶.ti泊a叫lり)め
At t = 0 we transferred half of component 1 to component 2 and then 1et the wave functions evo1ve 
仕e舵e1訪y.Figure 1 shows the time deve10pment of 1宙il2(i = 1，2) a10ng the z-axis叫 r= O. As soon邸
the simu1ation starts， rapidly oscillating density ripp1es are excited [Fig. l(a)]， which corresponds to the 
collective breathing mode in the tightly con五nedr-direction. The densi七ywave is out-of-phase between 
the two components， soth抗 thetota1 density 1宙12+ IW212 keeps its ini七ialshape. In the e10ngated z-
direction， on the other hand， the instability grows仕omthe edges of the e10ngated condensates， eventually 
developing into multiple domains. This is understood from the fact that the expected domain size， which 
may be determined by the wave number of the fastest growth mode， issmaller than the size of the z-
direction but 1arger than that of the r-direction. These domains have a soliton-like structure， characterized 
by the jumps of the phase of the wave function between the domains of each component4). The size of 










図 1:Time deve10pment of the condensate densities 1を12(solid curve) ， 1 W212 (dashed curve) ， and total 
density nT = 1¥lI112 + 1宙212(dotted curve) a10ng the z axis at r = O. Time of each figure is (a) t = 40 







































図 2:(a) n-d phase diagram of the vortex states in rotating twcトcomponentBECs. The cl出 si五cationof 
the structure is made by the symbols，ム:triangular lattice (TRL)， <>:square lattice (SQL)， @: stripe or 
double-core vortex lattice， 0:vortex sheet (VS). Change from triangular to squ訂 eis a continuous second 
order transition. The plots at n = 1 correspond to the results of Ref. 7) based on the lowest Landau 
level approximation. The figures (b)-(d) show the typical equilibrium density profiles， the spatial scale 
of which is [-10，+10] in unit of bho・
Vortex states in rotating two-component BECs 3 
Rotating BECs form a lattice of quantized vortices which are topological defects characteristic of 
superfl.uidity. Next， we consider vortex states in rotating two-component BECs6). By transforming the 
system into a仕amerotating with n = nz， the centrifugal term -nLz = のー(νゐ-xゐ)appears in the 
right hand side of Eq. (1). We are interested in the equilibrium configuration， so that the wave function 
is replaced部民(r，t) =宙i(r)ε一恥twith the chemical potential 的・ Here， the numerical calculation 
Then， the normalization of each wave function is made前
J dxdyl宙i(X，y)12 = 1 and the values of the intracompone凶 coup1ingsare fixedω Ul = U2 = U = 2000 
is done in the two-dimensional x-y space. 
for simplicity. 
We calculate the equilibrium solutions for various values of two free parameters d三 U12/Uand n and 
summarize them in the phase diagram of Fig. 2(a). Two nonrotating components with equal mass and 
equal intracomponent scattering length overlap completely for d < 1 and phase-separate for d > 1.This 
criterion is also refl.ected on the structure of vortex states under rotation. The region d < 1 has triangular 
For d = 0 where two components are independent， triangular vortex lattices or square vortex lattices. 
are formed 1ike a single-component BEC. As d increases， the positions of vorもexcores in one component 
gradually shift from those of the other component， changing仕oma triangular lattice into a square lattice 
[see Fig. 2(b) and (c)]; the two vortex lattices are so interlocked that each peak in the density of one 
2(a)， the stable region of a 
square lattice depends on not only d but also n. Stabilization of a square lattice is well explained by 
using a pseudospin representation8)， where spin-up components correspond to the density peaks of 並l
? ???
?
As seen in Fig. component is located at each vortex core of the other. 
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at the vortex cores of W2， and vice versa for spin-down components. The case dく 1corresponds to an 
antiferromagnetic interaction between the pseudospins， which makes a square lattice stable， because a 
triangular lattice could be frustrated. These interlaced square lattices of vortices were recently observed 
experimentally9) . 
As the system enters a ferromagnetic phase for d三1，the condensates undergo phase separation to 
spontaneously form domains having the same spin component. Concurrently， vortices in each component 
begin to overlap. Then， the density peaks of one component， atwhich the other-component vortices 
are located， merge further， resulting in the formation of “serpentine vortex sheets"; a typical example 
is shown in Fig. 2(d). Quantized vortices line up in sheets， and the sheets of component 1 and 2 are 
interwoven alternately仕omthe center outward. 
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